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The modulation transfer function due to measured longitudinal chromatic aberration was
calculated for the otherwise unaberrated eye of the adult rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
under daylight conditions assuming light absorption by single retinal cone pigments, and by
photopic mechanisms involving interaction between cones. The adult trout eye, with its large
immobile pupil, is limited by chromatic aberration to resolution much lower than the diffraction
limit, consistent with the low acuity reported for fish. This low resolution can be considered a design
trade-off cost of a bright image. The measured monochromatic modulation transfer function is
similar to that calculated due to chromatic aberration alone, showing that these independent
aberrations are approximately balanced in the fish eye. The effect of changes in receptor length,
pigment density, water depth, and pupil size upon the chromatic resolution was calculated. The
calculated chromatic modulation transfer function will hold approximately for other teleost eyes
with lens larger than about 1 mm. *C 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Limits to optical resolution
Diffraction and aberrations, both chromatic and mono-
chromatic, limit the resolution of an eye, and knowledge
of their relative importance lends insight into its optical
design and function. Diffraction (Born & Wolf, 1980)
presents a physical–optical upper limit which increas-
ingly degrades image quality as the aperture decreases.
Fish lens material dispersion results in strong long-
itudinal chromatic aberration (LCA), or chromatic focus
shift (Fig. 1), causing shorter wavelengths to focus closer
to the lens than longer wavelengths (Jagger & Sands,
1996; Jagger, 1992; Mandelman & Sivak, 1983;
Sroczyn´ski, 1976). Because an image can be focused
for only one wavelength, a chromatic image consists of a
focused image with superimposed defocused images.
High spherical symmetry in the fish lens reduces lateral
chromatic aberration, which would displace chromatic
images laterally, to a negligible level. Monochromatic
aberrations in the fish lens are irregular in nature largely
as a result of irregular lens structure (Jagger & Sands,
1996; Jagger, 1996), and are in principle under develop-
mental control; an improved design with less structural
irregularity might yield better monochromatic resolution
for the fish.
The significance of LCA to an eye’s optical resolution
depends on image spectral composition, which results
from object spectral composition and the spectral
transmission of the intervening and ocular media. Acuity
further depends on the detectability of the superimposed
chromatic images, given by cone absorption spectra, and
upon neural processing of receptor signals.
The neural chromatic mechanism operative in resolu-
tion tasks is not well understood. Chromatic sensitivity
curves measured in fish for various other photopic
responses, which involve interaction between several
classes of cones (Douglas & Hawryshyn, 1990) generally
show a main peak corresponding to a specific cone
absorption spectrum. Should a similar spectral sensitivity
apply to resolution tasks, it is likely that the cone system
most strongly stimulated will be focused.
This work presents calculations of the modulation
transfer function (MTF) due to LCA in sunlight in clear
shallow water for absorption by a single cone, and for a
best estimate of the fish photopic mechanism. For
comparison, the monochromatic MTF due to diffraction
alone, the effect of increased photon capture, greater
water depth, a smaller pupil, and other possible photopic
mechanisms are also calculated. Calculated results are
compared with measurements of the MTF of the trout eye
from Jagger (1996) in monochromatic and broadband
light. Eye design tactics to improve resolution in the
presence of LCA are discussed, as well as the effect of
scaling on the chromatic MTF.
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METHODS
Calculation of the chromatic MTF from the spectrally
weighted sum of defocused OTF curves
The MTF of a chromatically aberrated optical system
is given by the modulus of the spectrally weighted sum of
defocused optical transfer functions (OTF) over the








where SWF is the spectral weighting function and l is the
wavelength. This operation sums the spectrally weighted
contributions of superimposed defocused images over the
spectrum, taking account of phase. The chromatic MTF
was evaluated for wavelength intervals of 10 nm using
the OTF and SWF calculated below.
Defocused OTF
The OTF of a defocused but otherwise unaberrated















where a  4.N.s, and the wavefront focus defect N at the
aperture edge in wavelengths is:
N  n  sin2  LCA  =2   and 3
s    SF=n  sin 
where a is the half angle of the convergent light cone, n is
the image medium refractive index, SF is the image
spatial frequency in cycles per unit length, and LCA in
length units is given by the curve of Fig. 1. Eyes of adult
trout of standard length 300–400 mm (Jagger & Sands,
1996) yielded average values of focal length (5.88 mm)
and a (21.6 deg) used in this calculation. This expression
was integrated numerically to yield defocused OTF
curves over the relevant spectral range, with focus at the
FIGURE 1. Measured longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) as a
function of wavelength for the trout. Length of the error bars is twice
the standard deviation, and the solid line is a polynomial fit to the
points. Zero LCA is arbitrarily set at 550 nm. From Jagger & Sands
(1996).
FIGURE 2. (a) Absorptance spectra for trout cones with maxima at
434, 531 and 576 nm for 50% peak absorptance. Shown dotted is the
531 nm pigment curve for 75% absorptance (normalized for
comparison). (b) Solar irradiance, ocular transmission, and 531 nm
pigment absorptance (assuming 50% peak absorptance), combined by
multiplication to form the spectral weighting function for this single
pigment. (c) Normalized spectral weighting functions calculated for
the pigments of Fig. 2(a). Solid lines: spectral weighting functions for
single cones for 50% peak absorptance. Dotted line: weighting
function for the 531 nm cone for 75% peak absorptance. Dashed line:
spectral weighting function for a photopic function composed of 434,
531 and 576 nm cone spectral weighting functions combined in the
respective proportions (1:0.4:0.2).
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SWF peak wavelength. The integration procedure was
tested by calculating OTF curves given by Hopkins.
Spectral weighting function (SWF)
The SWF represents the relative importance of each
wavelength to image formation. The trout is a diurnal and
crepuscular predator, frequently active in shallow water.
Light from the object was taken as the zenith solar
spectrum at the earth’s surface. The form of this spectrum
changes little in the visible for solar altitudes above about
20 deg, while below this altitude short wavelengths are
increasingly attenuated (Zissis & Larocca, 1978). This
spectrum can also be assumed to apply to shallow depths
of clear water. The effect of water between object and eye
was assumed negligible, which will hold for clear water
and short object distances. Transmission by trout ocular
media for an adult animal with lens diameter about 5 mm
increases from nearly zero near 350 nm to a nearly
constant value by about 400 nm [Fig. 2(b)] (McCandless
et al., 1969; Douglas, 1989).
Because the photopic spectral sensitivity for resolution
tasks is unknown, a best estimate of it was made from
other photopic sensitivity curves. Reported fish (non-
resolution) photopic curves vary greatly (Douglas &
Hawryshyn, 1990), but are generally broad with a peak,
implying participation of more than one pigment, with
one dominating. Rainbow trout cone pigment absorbance
spectra measured by microspectrophotometry are given
by Hawryshyn & Ha´rosi (1994). The resolution task
photopic curve was assumed to consist of the 434 nm
pigment of trout (weighted 1.0 and determining focus),
with lesser contributions from the other pigments
(weights 0.4 for the 531 nm pigment and 0.2 for the
576 nm pigment), as in curves A & B of Fig 11.8 of
Douglas & Hawryshyn (1990). To demonstrate the
sensitivity of the calculated MTF to these proportions,
other cases with different proportions were also calcu-
lated, ranging from participation of only one pigment to
equal participation of all three pigments. These extreme
cases are likely to include any possible mechanism.
Figure 2(a) shows absorbance spectra converted to
absorptance spectra assuming 50 or 75% absorptance at
peak wavelength, figures that include most teleosts.
Juvenile trout have an additional ultraviolet-absorbing
cone pigment not present in the adult animals considered
here (Hawryshyn & Ha´rosi, 1994). Spectral weighting
functions resulting from the combination (by multi-
plication) of solar radiation, ocular media and pigment
absorptance spectra are shown in Fig. 2(b, c).
Measurement of the trout eye monochromatic and
broadband MTF
The trout eye MTF was measured by Jagger (1996).
Briefly, the real image formed by an immersed trout eye
of a distant grating target was examined through a hole
cut in the posterior sclera. Eye shape was maintained by
the scleral cartilage while negative pressure, simulating
intraocular pressure, maintained corneal shape. Grating
image modulation
Mfish  Imax ÿ Imin=Imax  Imin 4
at each spatial frequency was calculated, where Imax and
Imin are recorded digital camera signals at maximum and
minimum. Comparison at each spatial frequency with
measured modulation M(obj) of a high-quality micro-
scope objective of focal length and NA similar to those of
a trout eye in place of the fish optics yielded the fish
MTF:
MTFfish  Mfish=Mobj: 5
The monochromatic MTF was measured using a
narrow-band filter, while the broadband MTF was
measured in broadband light resulting in camera spectral
FIGURE 3. (a) Chromatic MTF curves calculated for the three single
cone pigments with peaks at 434, 531 and 576 nm, for the best estimate
of the photopic mechanism with pigment contibutions in the ratios
(1:0.4:0.2), and for the case of equal contribution of all three cone
pigments (1:1:1), all assuming 50% peak absorptance. Circles and
error bars (of length twice the standard deviation): measured MTF in
monochromatic light. Triangles: measured MTF in broadband light
approximating that absorbed by a single cone. Also shown is the
calculated MTF due to diffraction alone for the focused and otherwise
unaberrated eye. (b) Chromatic MTF calculated for full aperture for the
531 nm trout cone pigment for 50% peak absorptance (solid curve).
Additional curves show the sensitivity of this curve to various
influences. Dotted curve: 75% peak pigment absorptance. Dashed
curve: eye scaled to one-fifth size. Other curves show the calculated
MTF for a pupil of one-quarter full aperture diameter, and for an eye of
full aperture at 18 m depth in a lake inhabited by trout. The calculated
diffraction-limited MTF for the unaberrated eye is again shown for
comparison.
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response corresponding to sunlight absorbed by a single
cone pigment. This measured broadband MTF incorpo-
rates both monochromatic and chromatic aberrations
operating in the trout eye.
RESULTS
MTF curves for the adult trout eye
Figure 3 shows calculated MTF curves for the trout
eye. The calculated unaberrated MTF for a focused image
is limited by diffraction alone, and falls to low values
only above 100 c/deg. Figure 3(a) shows MTF curves
calculated for LCA as described above for the three trout
cones with peak wavelengths 434, 531 and 576 nm,
assuming 50% peak absorptance. Also shown is the
calculated MTF for an assumed photopic mechanism
composed of these three cones in the respective
proportions (1:0.4:0.2). The sensitivity of the calculated
MTF to relative cone pigment contributions is shown by
the curve for the case (1:1:1). Between these two curves
(not shown for clarity) lie the calculated MTF curves for
the cases (1:0:1) and (1:1:0). Points with error bars show
the measured monochromatic MTF and the measured
broadband MTF.
Figure 3(b) shows MTF curves calculated for special
cases to show the sensitivity of the chromatic MTF to
various influences. Two curves from Fig. 3(a) are again
shown, the curve limited by diffraction alone, and that for
the 531 nm pigment, assuming full aperture and 50%
peak absorptance. Other curves show the effect on this
curve of reducing the aperture to one-quarter, and for the
downwelling spectrum at 18 m water depth measured by
Novales-Flamarique et al. (1992) for a Canadian lake
inhabited by rainbow trout. The dotted curve shows the
calculated MTF assuming 75% peak absorptance, while
the dashed curve shows the calculated MTF for linear
scaling of the eye’s dimensions to one-fifth of its size,
maintaining all other properties of the eye constant.
DISCUSSION
Aberrations in the trout eye
The design of the trout eye is simplified by the
immobility of its large pupil, which maintains high light-
gathering power (relative aperture f/1.3) at the expense of
chromatic resolution. Were this eye diffraction limited,
high resolution would be possible (Fig. 3). Clear natural
waters transmit high spatial frequencies nearly as well as
low, and do not preclude high resolution vision (Jagger &
Muntz, 1993). However, the trout eye in sunlight near the
surface with this large pupil is limited by chromatic
aberration to an MTF much lower than the diffraction
limit. The trout is a rapidly moving visual predator,
frequently active under crepuscular conditions, and the
necessary short visual integration time and operation at
low light levels make light-gathering power important.
The required large pupil with its large convergent light
cone angle a results in a rapid increase in defocused
image size as chromatic defocus increases, degrading the
chromatic MTF. These curves [Fig. 3(a)] for single cones
differ little from each other and none offers an advantage
over another. The MTF for the assumed photopic
mechanism, resulting from a combination of three cones,
lies somewhat lower. This calculated MTF is not strongly
sensitive to the relative contributions of the three
pigments; the MTF for the case (1:1:1) of equal
contributions from each cone pigment lies somewhat
lower still. The region between the chromatic MTF
curves for individual pigments and the (1:1:1) curve
probably includes the MTF curve for the true photopic
mechanism, with the assumed photopic case of (1:
0.4:0.2) as a best estimate. The measured trout eye
monochromatic MTF and measured broadband MTF lie
within this region.
Total aberration of the trout eye
Chromatic and monochromatic aberrations are inde-
pendent and of a different nature, and do not interact to
correct each other. The calculated chromatic MTF curves
presented here for a full aperture trout eye, largely a
function of lens material dispersion, need not bear any
relation to the measured monochromatic MTF, which is
dependent upon optical design and structural irregularity.
However, an economical overall design would balance
these aberration types to similar size, as indeed occurs in
the trout eye.
The total photopic MTF of the trout eye is expected to
be the product of the calculated photopic MTF and the
measured monochromatic MTF. For a single pigment
photopic mechanism, this is given by the measured
broadband MTF. Within their relatively large measure-
ment errors, the measured monochromatic and broadband
MTF [Fig. 3(a)] are consistent with this relation.
Acuity of the trout eye
Behavioural grating acuity has not been reported for
the rainbow trout, but these MTF curves are consistent
with the reported relatively low acuities for fish. Douglas
& Hawryshyn (1990) list measured acuities of some 15
species; the maximum corresponds to 8 c/deg, measured
for grating resolution in tuna (Nakamura, 1968). The
calculated and measured trout MTF has reached low
values at this spatial frequency, likely to be near the
animal’s contrast detection limit and suggesting that a
similar maximum grating acuity might be expected for
trout. Reported optokinetic acuity for rainbow trout is
2 c/deg (Rahmann et al., 1979), but this method probably
significantly underestimates grating resolution acuity.
Tactics to improve resolution
The relatively low resolution achieved in the trout eye
is approximately matched to retinal grain (Jagger, 1996),
which limits the sampling spatial frequency. For a given
retinal grain, optical means to increase resolution would
therefore be ineffective in increasing the limiting spatial
frequency, although a greater MTF could increase
contrast at this spatial frequency and improve detection
(Snyder et al., 1986). However, it is useful in under-
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standing fish eye design to consider the potential effect of
these tactics, as high anatomical retinal resolution has
been reported in some reef species (Collin & Pettigrew,
1989).
If the trout were able to decrease its pupil diameter to
one-quarter, or employ receptors of equivalent smaller
numerical aperture, LCA would degrade its image much
less [Fig. 3(b)] as a result of a smaller convergent light
cone angle a, at the cost of about 94% of its light-
gathering power. An effective reduction of the size of a
fixed pupil in one dimension occurs for the peripheral
field as foreshortening changes the shape of the entrance
pupil. Entrance pupil width is given by its full diameter
multiplied by the cosine of the field angle. In the
peripheral horizontal field at 75 deg from the axis, the
entrance pupil horizontal width is one-quarter the width
of the full pupil. This improves the MTF for resolution in
the horizontal direction (for example, for a grating with
vertical stripes) to the curve of Fig. 3(b) for quarter
aperture. Resolution in the vertical direction remains
nearly unchanged for objects in the horizontal field.
Similar considerations hold for the vertical peripheral
field. Measured monochromatic MTF also improves for a
smaller entrance pupil (Jagger, 1996), and will behave in
a parallel fashion to the chromatic MTF in the periphery.
However, the high anatomical resolution reported by
Collin & Pettigrew occurs for smaller field angles for
which this foreshortening effect will be small.
Moving to deeper water narrows the broad solar
spectrum (Novales-Flamarique et al., 1992) and hence
the SWF, and improves the calculated MTF [Fig. 3(b)].
However, at this depth of 18 m, less than about 2% of the
light incident at the surface is available.
The sensitivity of an eye may be improved by
increasing photon absorption within a receptor. The
present calculations assume a peak absorptance of 50%
(absorbance 0.3), corresponding to a cone length of about
40
mm. Peak absorptance of 75% (absorbance 0.6) could
be achieved by doubling its length or pigment density.
This range of absorbance includes all but deep-sea fish
(Nicol, 1989). Peak absorptance of 75% broadens the
absorptance spectrum somewhat, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
which in turn broadens the SWF but degrades the MTF
due to chromatic aberration only slightly, as shown in
Fig. 3(b).
Crepuscular conditions present a special situation. At
solar altitudes below about 20 deg, short wavelengths are
increasingly attenuated by scattering, affecting the
spectral weighting function. A photopic mechanism
might vary as the 434 pigment assumes less importance,
perhaps shifting focus wavelength. While it is difficult to
speculate about details, it is likely that the chromatic
MTF remains within the region bounded by the single
pigment MTF curves and that for the (1:1:1) case. The
spectra of moonlight and starlight are similar to that of
sunlight; if cones continued to operate under these low
light levels, the conclusions presented here would still
hold.
Scaling and growth
The calculated chromatic MTF is independent of linear
scaling of a trout eye’s dimensions, for a lens diameter of
about 1 mm or greater. Below this size, the absolute
diffraction limit progressively lowers the MTF beginning
at higher spatial frequencies [Fig. 3(b)]. Independence of
scaling requires that lens core and cortical indices and
dispersion, lens transmission and receptor properties
remain unchanged. Most teleosts have immobile pupils
(Walls, 1942) nearly the size of the lens, and values of
their Mattheissen’s ratio (focal length divided by lens
radius) indicate similar proportions and, therefore,
relatively linear scaling. Other teleost species with lenses
of different size will, therefore, display chromatic MTF
curves similar to those of the trout, to the extent that these
conditions hold.
A monochromatic MTF greater than the chromatic
MTF would not occur in a growing eye if its developing
structure is controlled by resolution information from the
retina, as feedback signals would be limited by LCA. The
measured trout monochromatic MTF is consistent with
such a mechanism, insofar as it is no greater than the
assumed chromatic MTF.
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